
KANAKA BAR INDIAN BAND RESILIENCE INITIATIVES

The People

Infrastructure and Buildings Working Group

December 14, 2021: 1:00 pm to 2:30 pm ET (or 10:00 to 11:30 am PST)

Days Since the Lytton Fire

June 30 1 1
July 31 32
August 31 63
Sept 30 93
October 31 124
November 30              154
December 14

168

Days since the BC Atmospheric River

Nov 15 to Nov 30 15

Dec 1 – 14 14

29



NLAKA’PAMUX
(the people here)

TEQT’AQTN’MUX
(the crossing place people)



TEQT’AQTN’MUX
8,000 YEARS OF MANAGEMENT HISTORY

Nlaka’pamux Jurisdiction for Land and 
Resource Use

Managed for future generations:

….children and grandchildren

First step: ASK

1. Do it right.

2. Take what you need, no more.

3. If you take it in – take it out.

4. Clean up after yourself.

A Pipeline: The only time Kanaka has said no. 
https://www.kanakabarband.ca/files/kanaka-bar-and-

a-pipeline-june-28-2018.pdfThere was that time in 1858 too – it 

was called the Fraser Canyon War.

https://www.kanakabarband.ca/files/kanaka-bar-and-a-pipeline-june-28-2018.pdf


KANAKA BAR 
COMMUNITY RESILIENCY PLAN 2021

Kanaka Projects and Programs 
….for the next 5 years!

Certainty and Resiliency in:

• air, 

•water, 

•food, 

•Shelter,

The foundations of life…

▪with the supporting systems that create 
a future for everyone!



THE GLOBAL CLIMATE CYCLE
CHALLENGES & OPPORTUNITIES

Kanaka’s Base

oAir

oWater

oFood

oShelter

oEnergy

oCommunications

oTransportation

oWaste

Climate Change

Cycle

Impacts

Cumulative

Effects

Global 

Warming

Extreme

Weather

Events

Options

• Anxiety & Stress

• Fight

• Die

• Move

• Awareness

• Site Specific Data

• Investment

• Adaptation

Reactive

Proactive

CHOICE ?

Change our impacts – change the cycle



What Kanaka is doing then should make sense then!

Check out these resources!

Bi-Annual Reporting since 2015 is 

available online at: 

https://www.kanakabarband.ca/presentatio

ns

In particular - the 2021 Winter Pan is at: 

https://www.kanakabarband.ca/files/2021-

winter-plan.pdf

https://www.kanakabarband.ca/presentations
https://www.kanakabarband.ca/files/2021-winter-plan.pdf


Upper Kanaka Resiliency Site Specific Data: air, wind, rain, 
temperature, rain, snow, solar and 
water.

Food Self Sufficiency: growing 
meats, fruits and vegetables since 
2015. 

• Coming Spring 2022 – hybrid 
aquaculture &aquaponics – we 
going to raise our own fish!

10 Apartments: completed in 2016 
– no vacancy ever.

Community Building: In use since 
July 2021  - solar and battery 
powered.

Raw Water: new reservoir, lines and 
hydrants  - in operations since 
August 2021.

All Scalable! All Replicable!



Kanaka’s Big Resiliency Projects

People, Time technology and Money

2020 Cleared Highway 1 Lands Fraser Canyon Resiliency Projects

Its not just Kanaka that benefits from 

investments into our collective future.

https://www.kanakabarband.ca/files/buil

ding-the-fraser-canyon-s-resilliency-hub-

shovel-worthy-projects-june-26th-2020-

2-76-mb.pdf

https://www.kanakabarband.ca/files/building-the-fraser-canyon-s-resilliency-hub-shovel-worthy-projects-june-26th-2020-2-76-mb.pdf


THE FIRST RESILIENCY CENTRE

Open 24/7

Air/ water/ food/ shelter.

Energy & communications. 

Transportation and waste.

Where you go on a good day 

• stop shop, stay, repeat

More importantly where you can go on a bad day!

• too hot, too cold, too windy, foggy, dark, snow, ice…..

•Roads closed





Highway 1
• Temporary Café and Store
• Admin
• Shelter
• Arriving Mid January 2022 (subject to roads)



Highway 1 Must Stop Rest Stop

The Permanent Phase 2 is ready to build!

Feasibility and Schedule: https://www.kanakabarband.ca/files/must-stop-rest-
stop-feasability-study-and-business-plan-june-18th-2020.pdf

https://www.kanakabarband.ca/files/must-stop-rest-stop-feasability-study-and-business-plan-june-18th-2020.pdf


Affordable Housing: For an entire region

Groundbreaking: October 21, 2021, Expected Completion: October 2022



CLIMATE CHANGES WOLVES

“THIS IS NOT WEATHER”

Heat

June 30, 2021 (Lytton as an Example)

Rain

Nov 2021: The Atmospheric River

Wind

Hurricanes, tornados, cyclones & typhoons

Cold

Snow, ice and subzero temperatures.

Extreme

Weather

Events

Climate Change Wolves Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2aRQ9DbNhY4&t=855s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2aRQ9DbNhY4&t=855s


2021 HEAT 
(TEMP +DROUGHT + WIND + SPARK)

June 30, 2021 (Lytton BC)

Lost in 20 minutes

Air, water, food, shelter, energy, transportation 
communications and the waste system. 

The Lytton 1200

Homeowners, renters, business owners, lessees, admin and 
service providers. Displaced - dispersed 

Where are they now? 

Life After 50 Degrees a BBC Video

https://www.bbc.com/news/av/world-us-canada-

59227915

https://www.bbc.com/news/av/world-us-canada-59227915


November 30, 2021, Open Kanaka letter: https://www.kanakabarband.ca/files/november-30.pdf

To the residents, decision makers and businesses of the Nlaka’pamux Nation 

Re: What are our Collective Options for Rebuilding and Renovating our homes and Businesses? We can’t control the 

Weather - but we certainly don’t have to be afraid of it either nor slip into despair. Together, we can prepare better, be 
ready to shelter in place, until the next event(s) passes, and even thrive in the new environment. 

Our homes and business were built in accordance with the “needs of yesterday” and you don’t need me to tell you what 
happened on June 30, 2021, or November 15, 2021, or November 30, 2021. You lived (or are living) it. 

How do we prepare, then, for more extreme heat, cold, wind and rain? We did for thousands of years, and we can do it 
again – just must remember how.

On November 25th, I did a presentation to Asset Management BC on Climate Changes growing Extreme Weather events. 
Its on Kanaka’s Website at: https://www.kanakabarband.ca/files/asset-management-bc-november-25-2021.pdf. There are 
some video links and other presentation within the PowerPoint. 

I hope you can access them by clicking on the links in the PowerPoint itself. 

So, big question: is there an affordable alternative? I Believe there is – just that we need to get the right information into 
our hands and see for ourselves.So – Kanaka, along with leadership from our entire region, is advancing both an academic 
study and a build out of new “homes” so everyone has the same information to determine your future.

https://www.kanakabarband.ca/files/november-30.pdf
https://www.kanakabarband.ca/files/asset-management-bc-november-25-2021.pdf


Notes Gathering (Friday November 12, 2021): https://www.kanakabarband.ca/files/notes-from-open-invitation.pdf

Climate Awareness and Proactive Resiliency Investments

Is there any doubt that we are facing the realities of global climate change? No!

Extreme weather events (heat, rain, wind and cold) are occurring in greater frequency, duration and intensity. The time
between events is also shortening (consecutive) and overlapping (concurrent).

We are regularly seeing many impacts in our region and within our communities:

• Drought, uncontrolled fire and significant infrastructure loss
• Flood, landslides that have eliminated core transportation networks
• Freeze and thaw events causing challenges service delivery
• Water supply shortages causing environmental challenges and limiting community service levels
• Short and long-term road closures
• Power outages, supply change disruptions
• Community-wide evacuations and in some cases widespread devastation

In Lytton alone, we’ve experienced the destruction of our entire community from wildfire in the summer of 2020, and
more recently the collapse of our surrounding transportation networks from the atmospheric river.

We have choice: We can invest in resiliency or continue to be overwhelmed by emergency response mode.

https://www.kanakabarband.ca/files/notes-from-open-invitation.pdf


TCP Going Here



November 15 2021 Atmospheric River 

Catastrophic Impact on Transportation Systems

BC’s critical infrastructure: designed for 

yesterday. Fragility and dependency is exposed! 

Highway 1
28 Km North of Kanaka Bar

Forecasted Open
Single Lane Jan 2022



Jackass Mountain – Highway 1
4 km South Kanaka Bar 

Highway 12

The poorest road in our region – yet open?

• slides occurring (temp closures) 
• precautionary closures
• Delay in food, ga & essentials.
• Workers and families

• Getting stuck during closures

We need to completely redo our builds! 



Kanaka Resiliency Initiatives

100 acres of fee simple lands south of Lytton 

Repeating

• Food self-sufficiency initiatives

• Renewable energy Initiatives

• TCP housing and amenities. 

• MSRS (permanent or temporary) 

• Admin and Office Spaces

• Commercial/Retail

• Labor Camps (temp)

• Manufacturing

• Warehousing (temp & permanent)

• EOC (temp) & permanent

Sustainable and resilient:

• Jobs/Taxes/Safety

All Scalable! All Replicable!

Not even 2 KM 
south of Lytton

Crown 
Parcel



In Dark Times – Leadership is needed!
Will our governments, corporations, financial institutions, academia, 

philanthropy and citizens respond?

Last week: Kanaka Shared with Minsters Miller, 

Hajdu, Lametti and even Prime Minster Trudeau.

Since July 5, 2021, Kanaka has shared with BC and is working 

with Regional District, Municipal and indigenous governments

Kanakas Resource Asks Costs

MSRS Phase 2 8 M

Temporary Planning and Builds 4 M

Replicate TCP near Lytton 15 M

Applied Research Study & Testing (SAIT) 160K

Systems Review and Report (Foresite) 110K

Applied Project  (assuming 4 builds) 1.6 M *assuming (400/sq)

VOL and TNRD Needs Costs

Roadmap to the Rebuild 850K

Permanent EOC: Land, planning, 
staffing, builds, operations & response 
mode!

TBD



We Are All British Columbians

How many more events do we need?

The material and systems exists that can 

➢ build new sustainable and resilient homes, business and systems

➢ retrofit the ones not impacted to date. 

We are all Canadians

Let’s make sure everyone is aware of their options.

Together, we can have an environment and an economy tomorrow.

Together, we can prepare for extreme weather events. 

If Kanaka Can do it, you can too!

In the meantime – lets give everyone some to cheer for!

Our collective quality of life, today, and our 

children and grandchildren's very lives depend on it.No one is immune – it’s a global existential crises.


